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CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS
Congratulations to Mark and

Athena, who have passed both
the CGC and Public Access Test
and are a full-fledged service
dog team!

Welcome back! I like the Second Quarter of the Year because Spring is in it!
Spring is a time of hope and renewal! With the nicer days we will want to
get out more and enjoy the world! Of course, that means that there will be
more distractions for our dogs as we train them: squirrels, bunnies, cyclists,
skateboarders, more walkers and dogs out. Also, with so many covid
restrictions being rolled back, there will be a lot more going on this year for
our dogs to see and get used to. Now is the time for focusing on the
attention your dog gives you.
The “Yes Game” is going to be extremely helpful to review. Ideally you are
doing this for 5 minutes every day. You need to practice in a variety of
locations, sit with your dog, and capture each time they look at you with
“yes” and then the treat. This is powerful game because we are capturing
each time they “CHOOSE” to look at you. We want to increase the frequency
of their eye contact with you!
The “Name Game” is also helpful. Every time you call you dog’s name, they
should turn and look at you. Click/treat each time. We want your dog’s
name to be the most wonderful sound in the world to them!

Abbie and Maybelle just passed
their CGC and Therapy Dog Test!
Six-year-old Maybelle was rescued
from an irresponsible backyard
breeder, pregnant with her 3rd
litter, and heart worm positive. She
loves adventuring, making new
friends, giving and receiving hugs,
and car rides.

Cathy, Sarah, and I may use slightly different terminology for this next
training tip: you may hear “Look at That Game” or “Engage-Disengage
Game”. The beginning step of both games is to click/treat each time your
dog looks at a dog or a bunny or even a skateboarder—anything that really
distracts your dog. With the click/treat several things are happening: the
dog will start to associate the distraction with the click/treat and you; you
are pairing a yummy treat with something that is distracting or scary, thus
making it less scary or less overstimulating; and you are teaching your dog
to look at “it” then look at you for the treat. The cool thing about these
games is that if you practice them a lot, your dog will start looking away
from “IT” on his own and look at you (which you should OF COURSE click
and treat for!).
A couple of additional tips: if your dog cannot/will not look away from “IT”,
you might be too close. Use the treat to lure their gaze away from “IT” and
move farther away. The longer a dog stares at “IT” the more nervous or
overstimulated they can get. By letting them glance and then look away, you
can help them stay calmer. Those of you with herding breeds may have to
work extra hard on this because the “herding dog stare” is part of their
genetic makeup.

FABIANA AND BELLE
This is Fabiana and Belle, a very special pair! Fabiana lost everything in the
Marshall Fire in Boulder, including her ESA dog. With the help of many
donors who support Faithfully K9, we were able to raise money to help
Fabiana find a new dog and pay for her puppy’s service dog training!
It was difficult for Fabiana to find a dog—she looked for over a month and
didn’t seem to connect with one. She realized that losing Bruno was a huge
part of this. But when she met Belle, something did click. Fabiana found
Belle through Rez Dawg Rescue in New Mexico. She and her 10 brothers
and sisters were born in New Mexico and then she came to Colorado with
two of her siblings. Belle’s Colorado foster said she was very smart and
confident which gave Fabiana the confidence that she would be a great
service dog! At only 3 months old she seemed very easy going.
Fabiana and Belle have gone through quite an adjustment period. Belle’s
first week home was a nightmare! She didn’t want to be left alone at all. It
took three weeks for her to not cry in her crate. It was hard for her to
adjust being away from her siblings and other dogs. Fabiana also realized
that comparing her to Bruno was an automatic response and it made adjusting to Belle that much harder. Potty training,
crate training, being left alone were all much more difficult with Belle than it had been with Bruno.
But things are going much better now! Belle is very food motivated and very smart and is learning quickly! They work on
their homework about 45-60 minutes per day. They have already been doing outings and Fabiana was very surprised
that Belle could go to a coffee shop and stay in a down with only a couple of breaks! Fabiana has found that if she tires
her out a little bit before outings, Belle can concentrate better.
Fabiana writes: “I cannot thank Faithfully K9 [enough] for the training and helping me get back on my feet. I also want to
share my deepest gratitude to those who have donated to make this happen. It’s given me hope and words cannot
express how grateful I am for that!”
We wish to thank everyone who made this new beginning possible for Fabiana and Belle!

CUE OF THE QUARTER
Under is a very useful cue for a variety of situations. It has an implied
down and stay with it. It is good to teach your pup to go under your
legs, chairs, a desk, table, even a coffee table if they are not too big.
This is where having taught your dog spin can be helpful as well, if
you are asking them to “Under” in a tight space, like a desk or even
the floor space on an airplane. Also, teaching them how to “crawl”,
our exercise of the
quarter, is an important
part of this cue (see
below). The easiest way to
work on this is to lure your pup under the
chair/legs, table, and as you are luring them, lure
them into a down. Some pups may be a little
nervous with something over their heads, so
starting with a dining table, something taller, may
help.

EXERCISE OF THE QUARTER
Crawl: like spin/twirl, crawl is another good exercise for a pup’s core muscles. It can also be very helpful in teaching the
cue “under” that we discussed above. Start your pup in a down and lure your pup forward. If the pup pops up, you might
have to start by luring your pup under a chair or your leg(s). Your goal could be to build up to a six-foot crawl or crawling
under several chairs lined up side by side.

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN TESTING TIPS
Sit/Stay for petting: this can be a tough one when your dog wants to
add every human she meets to her Facebook profile! You might have
to break it down into little steps. Get a friend to help you. To help
build the pup’s impulse control, click/treat for each step the person
takes towards her while she is in her sit. As soon as she gets up, the
person retreats. And try again. You might even have the person not
even take a step, but simply lean towards your pup initially and
click/treat that. Then, click/treat for the person’s hand moving
towards your pup. Then click/treat for a brief pet. Then click/treat for
a longer pet. Once that is going well, then have the person vary their
approach.
Sara, Titan, and Ken

EXPLAINING COMMON TRAINING TERMS
Rate of Reinforcement: this is how often you need to reward your dog when you
are training. When you are teaching a new cue, going to a new place, in a high
distraction environment, etc., you need to have a high rate of reinforcement (lots
of clicks and treats and repetitions). When your dog is more experienced and
comfortable with the cues/behaviors you expect, you can slow down your rate of
reinforcement and wait for times when reinforcement is necessary, or your pup’s
behavior is especially good, or when something unexpected happens, like the time
when not just one, but five school mascots (people dressed as the CU Buffalo,
Broncos’ Miles, Bernie the Avalanche Mascot, etc.) stepped into my elevator with
my dog in training. You can bet I did a
high rate of reinforcement for that! Of
course, the end goal is to eventually reduce the need for treat reinforcement—
the goal is a variable rate of reinforcement. That’s when the pup doesn’t know
when the reinforcement is coming but knows it will eventually come so they
will keep working. As the pup advances in training, you can also vary what type
of reinforcement you give your pup: it can be treats, praise, petting, even a
favorite toy, depending on the situation.

Dogs, Dogs, Dogs
By Cathy Kowalski
Earth Day is April 22 and what better time for us to talk about caring for our planet by disposing of dog waste properly. Three
quarters of a pound per day is estimated per dog. Disposing of it is a dirty job, but someone’s got to do it! Some people believe that
because it’s in their yard it will eventually disappear, or maybe their dog is small, so what’s the big deal, or it’s just too much work
and therefore there is no need to take care of it. With dog ownership comes responsibility– to always pick up after your dog
whether you are home or out and about. 70 million dogs in the U.S. produce over 10 million tons of poop each year!
Dog feces contain microorganisms that are both pathogenic to humans and resistant to several antibiotics resulting in diseases
transmitted to humans. Keep that in mind as you are gardening, walking barefoot or playing on grass where dogs relieve themselves.
Small children like to play in the grass or the dirt and their fingers usually end up in their mouth! According to the Environmental
Protection Agency, dog waste is classified as a pollutant in the same category as oil spills, herbicides, and insecticides because the
nutrients and pathogens leach into soil and water. The nitrogen in the waste causes excessive algae and weed growth. Diseasecausing worms, bacteria and viruses leak into the water supply when the snow melts or it rains - directly or through storm drains.
The CDC (US Center for Disease Control and Prevention) confirms that pet waste can spread parasites including salmonella,
tapeworms, roundworms, and hookworms. Some parasites take days to weeks to reach the infectious stage, therefore it is more
hazardous the longer it sits. E.Coli and Giardia can live in the intestines of a dog and will be present in their waste. Parvovirus is
highly contagious and capable of surviving in the environment for up to two years. Symptoms are vomiting, lethargy, loss of
appetite, fever and is a potentially life-threatening illness that can affect puppies who have not had all their shots. That’s the reason
its recommended that your puppy does not walk on grass or areas where other dogs have eliminated and to carry your puppy when
you go to the vet’s office until your puppy has all their shots.
Dog waste is not a fertilizer and should not be composted – it contains up to two and a half times more nitrogen than cows in their
waste and will kill grass, taking up to a year to naturally decompose. Wear gloves when gardening or working outdoors and wash
your hands thoroughly after scooping your dog’s poop.
When should you scoop the poop? Immediately--in your yard, in the woods or even remote locations, in the snow, no matter the
size of your dog – SCOOP THE POOP! If you are on a hike, always have plastic bags available and clean up after your dog – don’t leave
it by the side of the trail and think you’ll pick it up later – either you won’t remember, or you will be unable to find it – carry it with
you until you find a trash receptacle. It’s quite easy – always carry a plastic bag, pick it up immediately and place in a trash container
– there are bags you can get that attach right to your leash. Many parks offer courtesy bags and disposal boxes. Make sure your dog
does not do their business within 200 feet of water.
Animal waste may seem like a small source of pollution but can up to a big problem for water quality and human health.
MENTAL ENERGY RELEASES FOR ADOLESCENTS BUT ALSO AWESOME FOR THE ADULT DOGS
Last issue I discussed some of the challenges we face with our pups when they become adolescents! I mentioned the importance of
physical and mental energy releases for these pups. Below are some great examples of puzzle toys and long-lasting treats that can
keep these busy dogs occupied.
Wobble Kong: screw off the bottom, fill it with kibble, let your pup figure out how
to get the treats out.
Buster cube: drop kibble in the top, shake it into the different compartments, and
let your dog roll the die for treats.
Rubber kongs: fill them with kibble
soaked in water and freeze, or stuff
with kibble, peanut butter (NO p-butter
with Xylitol—it’s poisonous for dogs!!)
and other yummy things. There are
many recipes you can try on the Kong
website. Have some stuffed frozen kongs in the freezer ready for those moments when
you wonder why you ever got a puppy to give you some peace!
Snuffle Mat (on right): hide kibble all over the mat and let your pup get some sniffing in to find the kibble.

TRAINING YOUR DOG TO GET USED TO A VARIETY OF SOUNDS--OR SOUND DESENSITIZATION
Getting your dog used to all the crazy things in the environment is important! Much of that happens naturally
throughout puppyhood. Sheer repetition can help them get used to vacuums, vehicles, car horns and other common
sounds. But with covid, and the variety of lifestyles we all lead, it can be difficult to expose your dog to sounds that
aren’t part of their everyday life with you. For example, if you don’t have children, the first time your dog gets exposed
to a baby crying at the top of its lungs can be scary for your dog. Fireworks, thunder, excited crowds, sirens—not only
can these be human triggers--but can trigger fear in our dogs as well. Fortunately, with our smart phones, computers,
and internet, we have tools at our disposal to help our dogs get used to all sorts of sounds. You can play the sounds at
low levels and pair them with treats to help your dog know that there is nothing to fear from those sounds. Mike, one of
our graduates, compiled a list of links to sounds for you to play for your dogs. Some sounds are more triggering than
others, like doorbells, thunder, and fireworks. During the first big covid lockdown, I had a dog in training who was
frightened by a huge firework going off just a couple of houses away. Before that she had been comfortable with the
average fireworks going off. But this one startled her and her handler. This was when everyone went out at 8 pm during
covid lockdown and howled to show support for the First Responders, and unfortunately, people started shooting off
fireworks as well. We had to keep her indoors with loud TV during that time, change her last outing of the night, and do
intense sound desensitization to help her through this. We started off playing firework sounds on YouTube at a very low
level and pairing it with very high value treats for only a few seconds at a time. Then we slowly built up the sound levels
one notch at a time to help her through this. This is an extreme case and if your pup has extreme sound sensitivity like
this, you need to get help from your trainers. But you can help your dog get used to variety of sounds the same way.
Playing them on your phone or on your computer at low levels and pairing them with treats is an important part of your
dog’s training. See below for Mike’s great list!

Here is a list of Sounds (URL’s)… all on YouTube:
Bike ride in the city - relaxing city sounds - YouTube

Fireworks Sound Effects - 30 Sound Pack - YouTube

Forest and Nature Sounds 10 Hours - YouTube

4 Hours Mountain Stream - Relaxing Nature Sounds - YouTube

3 Hours Nature Sounds and Rocky Mountains - YouTube
1 Hour of Coyote Sounds - YouTube

Office Sounds 30 minutes - YouTube

Industrial Sounds For Dog Desensitization Training - Intermediate - YouTube

Construction Sounds - Desensitizing Sounds for Dogs - YouTube

YOUR DOG REACTION To Many Dog Sounds - YouTube

Garbage Trucks: On Route, In Action! - YouTube

"Street Sounds" 60min "Sleep Video" - YouTube

Morning in the country - relaxing country sounds - YouTube

Bull Elk Sounds: Bugles, Barks, Grunts and More - YouTube

Puppy Socialization: Noise Conditioning at the Gun Range - YouTube

"Street Sounds" 60min "Sleep Video" - YouTube

Call Center Sounds - Work From Home - Office - Ambience - YouTube

Talking people noise - YouTube

Dog Sounds - Desensitizing Sounds for Dogs, Cats and other animals - YouTube
Forest Sounds | Woodland Ambience, Bird Song, Nearby Village | 3 Hours - YouTube
Relaxing Meadow and Mountain with Ambient Nature Sounds for Calming and Focus - YouTube
Wind in The Grass, Crickets, Birds / Relaxing Sound Of Wind - YouTube
1 Hour - Urban Sounds - White Noise – A Walk in Chinatown - Relaxing - Ambience - Ambient - YouTube
Relaxing Sounds of Busy Cafe Ambient Noise for Creative Productivity - 2 hrs - YouTube
1 Hour - Urban Ambient Sounds - White Noise - City Walk - Relaxing - Ambience - YouTube
Coffee shop murmur sounds to promote creativity - Background noise for working - YouTube
✔ 146 HOUSEHOLD Sound Effects ~ Bake, Pots, Chop, Hairdryer - YouTube
Mix House sounds,High Vacuum Cleaner + Hair Dryer,Relaxing Sound,white noise - YouTube
Relaxing Plane Sound with Lightning Storm while Flying - YouTube
4 hours of rain and thunder, real storm sound for good sleep |Thunderstorm #1 - YouTube
Crying Baby - Desensitizing Sounds for Dogs, Cats and other animals - YouTube
Car Engine Sounds - Desensitizing Sounds for Dogs, Cats and other animals - YouTube
Door Knocking Sounds - Desensitizing Sounds for Dogs, Cats and other animals - YouTube
Fireworks with Crowd Sounds - Desensitizing Sounds for Dogs, Cats and other animals - YouTube
All articles written by Anne Burgess unless otherwise noted.

